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In this work, the geometries, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and high-energy density material (HEDM)
properties of a novel species and its six derivatives with the general formula C14N12-R6 (R ) H, OH, F, CN,
N3, NH2, and NO2) have been investigated at the restricted and unrestricted B3LYP/cc-pVDZ levels of theory.
Natural bond orbital (NBO), natural orbital (NO), and atoms in molecules (AIM) analyses are applied to
examine their electronic topologies. It is found that for the four species of R) H, CN, N3, and NO2, (1) there
exist high LUMO occupation numbers, (2) there is considerable spin density congregated on the two central
carbon atoms, (3) there exists through space interaction (or intramolecular interaction, which is one of the
stabilizing factors of a diradicaloid) between the two central carbon atoms, (4) the distance (about 3 Å)
between the two central carbon atoms (as the apexes of two trigonal pyramids with their bases facing each
other) is suitable and favorable for diradical formation. All the results support that these four species are
diradicals or diradicaloids. Furthermore, the appreciable singlet-triplet energy gaps indicate that these four
diradicals tend to have a singlet ground state. There is a moderate HOMO-LUMO gap (on the order of 1.5
to 2.1 eV) for these four species. These four singlet diradicals may be novel organic semiconductor materials
or nonlinear optical materials. On the other hand, the remaining three species, with R) OH, F, and NH2, are
not diradicaloids.

Introduction

Azabenzenes are categorized as an important parent molecular
system for numerous compounds such as biologically active
nicotinic acid and nucleotides cytosine, uracil, and thymine.1,2

In particular,s-triazine-based species have various applications
in the manufacturing of polymers, dyes, explosives, pesticides,
and commodity chemicals.3-7 Korkin and Bartlett4 have sug-
gested that the polymers ofs-triazine, compared with their
respective monomers, have increased densities and relative
stabilities, as well as improved chemical properties. Among all
the polymers, Pauling and Sturdivant8 suggested tri-s-triazine
(C6N7H3, see Figure 1) rings as the common nucleus. In the
pastdecades,C6N7H3wasstudied indetail,bothexperimentally9-13

and theoretically.14-17 Exchanging the nitrogen atoms with
carbon atoms in tri-s-triazine (Figure 1) forms a new species
C7N6-H6 (Figure 2). Similar to the tri-s-triazine, it is an
s-triazine-based molecule. It may be supposed that the chemical
property of C7N6-H6 is similar to that of tri-s-triazine. However,
upon investigation by our group, it was found that planar C7N6-
H6 does not represent a local minimum on the potential energy
surface (PES). This is possibly because of the unusual electronic
structure at the central carbon atom (C6), on which there is an
unpaired electron in its (non-bonded) hybrid orbital. When two
C7N6-H6 molecules are fused together by binding three carbon
atoms in each frame in an alternative manner to form the cage
species C14N12-H6 (Figure 3), we have found that the “dimer”

represents a minimum in the PES. This cage compound is the
main object of this paper. Moreover, we have also studied its
six derivatives with the general formula C14N12-R6, where R
) OH, F, CN, N3, NH2, and NO2 (Figure 3). To our knowledge,
there is no report on these systems up to now. The bonding
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Figure 1. The geometrical structure of tri-s-triazine.

Figure 2. The geometrical structure of C7N6-H6.
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properties, specifically the diradical character, of these species
will be investigated in detail in this paper.

We will investigate the diradical properties of the seven cage
species. A diradical has an even number of electrons, and two
of these electrons are located at two separate atoms. Diradicals
have been investigated extensively, both experimentally18-28 and
theoretically.29-40 Detection of the diradicals in an experiment
is difficult, possibly due to their high reactivities and short
lifetimes.18-22 Singlet diradicals are important intermediates in
some organic reactions, such as ring opening of strained
cycloalkanes.20-22,29 Because of their potential applications in
the field of molecular materials such as electrical conductors28

and nanomaterials, singlet diradicals have drawn much interest
and attention. Searching for the stable singlet diradicals remains
a challenge to both experimental and theoretical scientists.

The stability of a diradical is affected by two factors. The
first is the degree of interaction between the two radical sites.
In general, the stronger the interaction, the more stable the
diradical becomes, and the species haslessdiradical character.
The diradical character vanishes when the interaction is strong
enough to form a covalent bond. The second factor is the steric
effects, including ring (or cage) strain, steric crowding, and
substitution effects. The steric effects within the species may
hinder the approaching of the two radical sites. A diradical with
steric effects is predicted to be more stable than when there is
no such effects.39,40 The stability of the four diradicals found
in this work is mainly due to steric effects.

On the whole, there are three characteristics for non-linear
optical (NLO) materials: high stabilities, high first-, second-,
and third-order polarizabilities, and low HOMO-LUMO energy
gaps. Some studies41,42 have suggested that theπ-containing
substituents such as azide and ethenyl result in a significant
increase of first-, second-, and third-order polarizabilities and a
significant decrease of the HOMO-LUMO gap. In semicon-
ductor materials, there should be a moderate HOMO-LUMO
gap42 around 1.0-3.0 eV. In our system, the HOMO-LUMO
gap of the species changes greatly with substituents. Some of
the species studied may be potential novel organic semiconduc-
tor or NLO materials.

Methods

Density functional theory (DFT) has been applied to optimize
the structures of the species and to predict the harmonic
vibrational frequencies. Specifically, Becke’s three-parameter
hybrid functional with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation func-
tional (B3LYP) has been employed. Dunning’s cc-pVDZ basis
set has been used throughout, and the SCF convergence criterion

is set to 10-8. The single-point energy calculation has been also
carried out at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level in order to identify the
existence of the intramolecular interactions. All calculations
were carried out using the GAUSSIAN98 program.43 It is noted
that the performance of UB3LYP calculations on diradicals has
been investigated in comparison with the results obtained with
other methods.44,45 The comparison indicates that UB3LYP
calculations are reliable in the qualitative analysis of a diradical.
In any event, for relatively large species such as C14N12-R6, it
is impractical to perform high levelab initio calculations such
as the coupled-cluster perfect-pairing (CC-PP) method proposed
by Jung and Head-Gordon.39 Indeed, the DFT method is a
viable alternative.44,45 The natural bond orbital (NBO)46-49

analysis has been carried out at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level on
the basis of the optimized geometries.

The topological properties of the charge density have been
characterized using the atoms in molecules (AIM) theory of
Bader50 with the AIM 2000 program package.51 The AIM
approach provides a rigorous procedure based upon the topology
of electronic densityF(r). It partitions the molecule into atomic
fragmentsΩ bound by a zero flux surface for the gradient vector
field of F(r). A crucial element of the theory is the set of
properties of the critical points inF(r), wheresr vanishes. The
points lying between bonded atoms are called bond critical
points (BCPs). Local properties at BCPs convey valuable
information about the molecular electronic structure. It is noted
that the results obtained from AIM analysis are not heavily
dependent on the computational method,52 because all the results
benefit from being independent of the underlying computational
scheme that yields the wave function.53 More precisely, the wave
functions can be Gaussian, Slater, or plane wave functions. They
are stable with respect to basis set variation and exist within
the framework of classic correlation methods, including DFT
approaches. Hence we are justified to use the AIM results to
verify the existence of the intramolecular interactions between
the two supposed radical sites.

The main computational measure of a diradical character is
the relative value of the occupation numbers for bonding and
antibonding orbitals associated with the two radical sites.39 The
more closely the antibonding-orbital occupation number ap-
proaches 1.00, the closer the system is to a pure diradical and,
correspondingly, theless stable of the diradical. Using this
measurement, Jung and Head-Gordon39 have explored some
typical diradical or diradicaloid species quantitatively. This
measure is applicable for diradicals in which the two radical
sites tend to form a weak bond. In the case where the two radical
sites do not tend to form a bond, and therefore there is no
antibonding orbital between the two radical sites, we then
consider through-space interaction (or intramolecular interaction)
between the two supposed radical sites as well as spin densities
on the radical sites to estimate the diradical character of a
species.40 Specifically, the distance between the unpaired
electrons provides a direct assessment of the diradical character.
Ma et al.40 have identified some 1,3-diradicals qualitatively using
this method. It is noted that, regardless of whether or not the
two radical sites tend to form a bond, the HOMO and LUMO
occupation numbers can be obtained from NO analysis. So, in
this work, we use the molecular orbital occupation number
instead of antibonding-orbital occupation number, the through-
space (intramolecular) interaction, and spin densities of the two
radical sites to measure the diradical character.

Predictions of the spin preference are usually confirmed by
the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)
method, as implemented in the GAUSSIAN98 package. How-

Figure 3. The geometrical structure of cage species C14N12-R6, with
R ) H, OH, F, CN, N3, NH2, and NO2.
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ever, it is quite expensive40 to carry out the CASSCF optimiza-
tions for species such as C14N12-R6. Therefore, the unrestricted
DFT was employed to investigate their geometries, spin
preferences, and singlet-triplet (S-T) gaps (∆ES-T) with the
B3LYP functional and the cc-pVDZ basis set. The∆ES-T can
be obtained by using the DFT∆Hf difference introduced in our
previous work.54 It is pointed out that UB3LYP calculations
generally yield∆ES-T values that are too small, when compared
with their high-levelab initio counterparts.40 The underestima-
tion of ∆ES-T by UB3LYP calculations has been ascribed to
the mixing of wave functions for triplet state into the singlet
state.40 In other words, the “singlet” wave function obtained by
unrestricted methods is not a pure singlet wave function. Instead,
it is contaminated with the higher energy triplet wave functions,
which can be reflected by the non-zero values of〈S2〉. A
proposed correction formula55 may alleviate this problem to
some extent by scaling off spin contaminations in the singlet.
Since we are only interested in the qualitative trend in the singlet
preference and are not concerned with the quantitative values
of ∆ES-T, only the uncorrected values are employed in our
discussions.

Results and Discussion

The geometrical optimizations were successfully performed
at the restricted and unrestricted B3LYP/cc-pVDZ levels. All
of the vibrational frequencies of the species are positive (the
lowest frequencies of the seven species at open-shell singlet
state are listed in Table 1 in Supporting Information). The
optimized bond lengths in the cage frameworks are listed in
Table 1.

Bond Lengths. In Table 1, there are three C-C bonds and
30 C-N bonds. The lengths of the three C-C bond are shorter
than that of a normal C-C single bond (about 1.47 Å) and
longer than that of a normal CdC double bond (about 1.25 Å).
So, we may conclude that they have some double bond character

(also denoted as CdC from here on). The longest CdC bond
length is 1.400 Å for R) CN, and the shortest one is 1.352 Å
for R ) NO2. Among the 30 C-N bonds, the bond lengths of
C2-N3, C7-N8, C11-N12, C15-N16, C20-N26, and C25-
N24 range from 1.279 to 1.306 Å. Judging by the bond lengths,
these six bonds should be considered as double bonds, as their
lengths are very close to that of a normal CdN bond (about
1.27 Å). The remaining 24 C-N bonds are single bonds. The
average lengths of these 24 C-N single bonds are 1.416, 1.426,
1.426, 1.412, 1.416, 1.429, and 1.415 Å for R) H, OH, F,
CN, N3, NH2, and NO2, respectively. As expected, the bond
lengths of the cage frameworks vary with substituents, specif-
ically, those around central atoms C6 and C19. This can be
verified by the relatively large range (from 1.363 to 1.451 Å)
of the bond lengths for C6-N1, C6-N5, C6-N10, C19-N14,
C19-N18, and C19-N22 (see Table 1). On the other hand,
the other C-N bond lengths, such as N1-C13 and C4-N5,
fall in a very narrow range, from 1.453 to 1.475 Å. In the other
words, the chemical properties of the cages are greatly
influenced by the bonding characteristics at these two central
atoms.

NBO Analysis. NBO analysis has been carried out for all
seven cages based on structures optimized at the B3LYP/cc-
pVDZ level. The orbital energies (OEs) of the seven cage
frameworks are listed in Table 2. NBO analysis shows that there
are 43 bonding orbitals for R) H, OH, F, N3, and NH2, and
44 bonding orbitals for R) CN and NO2. The C6‚‚‚C19σC-C

orbital exists in R) H, OH, F, N3, and NH2, but it does not
exist in R) CN and NO2 (see Table 2). The OEs of C6‚‚‚C19
are-0.21599,-0.63214,-0.67774,-0.22485, and-0.59706
au for R ) H, OH, F, N3, and NH2, respectively. The
intramolecular interactions of C6‚‚‚C19 for R ) OH, F, and
NH2 are strong enough to be regarded as weak bonds, while
the relatively high OE’s for R) H and N3 indicate that there
is no bond formed between C6 and C19. NBO analysis shows

TABLE 1: The Bond Lengths (Å) in the Frameworks of the Seven Cage Species C14N12-R6

bond H OH F CN N3 NH2 NO2

N1-C2, N5-C7, N10-C11, N14-C15, N18-C20, N22-C25 1.408 1.389 1.389 1.421 1.404 1.400 1.404
N1-C6, N5-C6, C6-N10, N14-C19, N18-C19, C19-N22 1.386 1.451 1.451 1.363 1.390 1.451 1.378
N1-C13, C4-N5, C9-N10, N14-C23, C17-N18, C21-N22 1.453 1.454 1.453 1.475 1.458 1.456 1.459
C2-N3, C7-N8, C11-N12, C15-N16, C20-N26, N24-C25 1.296 1.297 1.280 1.306 1.302 1.306 1.284
N3-C4, N8-C9, N12-C13, N16-C17, C21-N26, C23-N24 1.420 1.411 1.412 1.392 1.415 1.409 1.419
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.357 1.368 1.368 1.400 1.354 1.367 1.352

TABLE 2: The Bonding Orbital Energies (au) in the Frameworks of the Seven Cage Species C14N12-R6

bond H OH F CN N3 NH2 NO2

N1-C2, N5-C7, N10-C11 -0.83355 -0.84446 -0.89054 -0.89704 -0.85845 -0.80601 -0.92703
C6-N10, C19-N22 -0.84675 -0.77925 -0.82773 -0.94549 -0.85068 -0.74930 -0.93113
N1-C13, C4-N5, C9-N10 -0.78718 -0.75272 -0.80171 -0.84307 -0.79102 -0.72178 -0.85656
C2-N3, C7-N8, C11-N12 -0.88031 -0.87607 -0.93502 -0.93859 -0.90142 -0.82490 -0.98545
C2-N3, C7-N8, C11-N12a -0.34961 -0.34358 -0.39137 -0.42114 -0.35733 -0.31926 -0.42782
N3-C4, N8-C9, N12-C13 -0.77253 -0.77110 -0.81439 -0.86600 -0.78296 -0.74200 -0.84417
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 -0.73608 -0.74096 -0.78367 -0.80552 -0.77031 -0.71464 -0.81391
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23a -0.38004 -0.34050 -0.38772 -0.40206 -0.36240 -0.31232 -0.44879
N1-C6 -0.84672 -0.77926 -0.82773 -0.94547 -0.85068 -0.74930 -0.93203
N1-C6a -0.45670
N5-C6 -0.84671 -0.77923 -0.82773 -0.94336 -0.85068 -0.74930 -0.93223
N5-C6a -0.45895
N14-C19 -0.84672 -0.77926 -0.82773 -0.94547 -0.85068 -0.74930 -0.93203
N14-C19a -0.45670
N18-C19 -0.84671 -0.77923 -0.82773 -0.94336 -0.85068 -0.74930 -0.93223
N18-C19a -0.45895
C6-C19b -0.21599 -0.63214 -0.67774 -0.22485 -0.59706

a NBO analysis shows that these areπ-type orbitals.b NBO analysis shows that this is aσ orbital. It is regarded as a weak bond for R) OH,
F, and NH2. For R) H and N3, judging from the orbital energy, the force between the two atoms may be considered as intramolecular interaction.
There is no bonding orbital between C6 and C19 for R) CN and NO2 in NBO analysis.
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that there are threeσC-C orbitals and threeπC-C orbitals, that
is, there are three CdC double bonds (C4dC17, C9dC21, and
C13dC23) for each cage.From Table 2, it can be seen that both
the σC-C OEs andπC-C OEs vary with substituents. NBO
analysis indicates that there are 30σC-N orbitals and sixπC-N

orbitals, that is, there are 24 C-N single bonds and six CdN
double bonds in the molecules with R) H, OH, F, N3 and
NH2. There are 30σC-N orbitals and eightπC-N orbitals, that
is, there are 22 C-N single bonds and 8 CdN double bonds
for R ) CN and NO2. As mentioned above, the chemical
properties of the species are mainly dependent on the two central
atoms C6 and C19, and the bonds formed by them (C6-N1,
C6-N5, C6-N10, C19-N14, C19-N18, and C19-N22) in
the cage framework. These OEs have a large range; clearly they
vary with substituents.

AIM Analysis. The results of AIM analysis (Tables 3-9)
show that negative∇2F values of BCP are associated with bond
path (BP) lengths less than 1.6 Å. The threshold value of 1.6 Å
is chosen since the length of a covalent bond is usually less
than 1.6 Å at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level. In addition, the
ellipticity (ε) values also reflect bond character. That is, a smaller
ε value represents moreσ-bond character and a largerε value
represents moreπ-bond character in the molecule. The bond
strength is measured by the charge densities (F) between two
atoms concerned. The results from AIM analysis also show that
our seven cages have either one (R) OH, F, CN, N3, NH2) or
four (R ) H, NO2) intramolecular interactions at the RB3LYP/
cc-pVDZ and MP2/cc-pVDZ levels. It may be argued that the
B3LYP functional does not address the intermolecular van der
Waals interactions well because it does not include long-range
correction (LC) in the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) exchange functional.56,57 Hence, we carried out single-
point energy calculations at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level in order
to verify the existence of intramolecular interactions in these
cages. Furthermore, Kosov and Popelier52 have verified that the
AIM results are not heavily method dependent, and DFT may
also be used in this type of analysis, as we have found here. In
Figure 4, the intramolecular interactions are denoted by VCP
so as to distinguish them from the BCPs.

For R ) H (C14N12-H6), there are 33 BCPs with∇2F < 0
and 4 BCPs with∇2F > 0 in the C14N12 cage framework at the
RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ level. So there are 33 covalent bonds and

four intramolecular interactions (Figure 4). The intramolecular
interactions are C6‚‚‚C19, C2‚‚‚C15, C7‚‚‚C20, and C11‚‚‚C25.
The BP length of C6‚‚‚C19 is 3.086 Å (see Table 3), which
can be regarded as the approximate distance between atoms C6
and C19, as the BP is nearly a beeline. TheF value of the BCP
between C6 and C19 is only 0.010, indicating that the charge
of the region is locally depleted. That is, there exists only a
weak interaction between atoms C6 and C19. Furthermore, its
∇2F value of 0.034 also indicates that the C6‚‚‚C19 is not a
covalent bond.

The BP length of C2‚‚‚C15, C7‚‚‚C20, and C11‚‚‚C25 is
2.976 Å. Their ε values are 3.56, which is a large value
indicating that these BPs have a considerable curvature. Their
F values are 0.012, indicating that the charge of the region is
also locally depleted, i.e., there is only intramolecular interaction
between these atom pairs. Their∇2F value is 0.039, which
indicates that C2‚‚‚C15, C7‚‚‚C20, and C11‚‚‚C25 are not
covalent bonds.

The BP length of C4-C17, C9-C21, and C13-C23, which
connect frame-1 and frame-2 (the framework containing C7N6

atoms 1 to 13 is denoted as frame-1, while frame-2 contains
atoms 14 to 26), is 1.358 Å (the bond lengths are 1.357 Å, see
Table 1). Theirε value is 0.462; such a large value indicates
that C4-C17, C9-C21, and C13-C23 bonds have someπ
character. TheirF value is 0.330, indicating that the charge is
locally concentrated in the regions between these atom pairs.
Their s 2F value of -0.802 indicates that the three bonds
connecting frame-1 and frame-2 are covalent bonds.

The BP lengths of C2-N3, C7-N8, C11-N12, C15-N16,
C20-N26, and N24-C25 are 1.297 Å (the bond lengths are
1.296 Å, see Table 1). Theirε value is 0.313, indicating that
these bonds have considerableπ character. TheirF value is
0.370, indicating that the charge is locally concentrated in the
regions between these atom pairs. The∇2F value of -1.108
indicates that these six bonds are covalent bonds.

The BP length of N1-C2, N5-C7, N10-C11, N14-C15,
N18-C20, and N22-C25 is 1.408 Å (the bond lengths are
1.408 Å, see Table 1). Theirε value of 0.113 indicates that
these bonds areσ character. TheF value of 0.283 indicates that
the charge is locally concentrated in the regions between the
atom pairs. The∇2F value of -0.779 indicates that these six
bonds are covalent bonds. Upon examining Table 3, it is clear
that the AIM results of the set of N1-C13, C4-N5, C9-N10,
N14-C23, C17-N18, and C21-N22 are similar to this set.

The set of N1-C6, N5-C6, C6-N10, N14-C19, N18-C19,
and C19-N22 are the bonds (equivalent by symmetry) formed
by the two central atoms C6 in frame-1 and C19 in frame-2.
Their F value is 0.308, which is greater than the corresponding
values (0.283 and 0.259) of the previous two sets. It indicates
that these six bonds are stronger than the bonds of the two
previous sets.

Among the 37 BPs, the length of C6‚‚‚C19 is the longest. It
indicates that the two central atoms C6 and C19 are pointing
outward from frame-1 and frame-2, respectively. That is, both
frame-1 and frame-2 are convex, with C6 and C19 occupying
their outermost points. It is noted that the AIM results of
C14N12-H6 and C14N12-(NO2)6 (Table 4) are very similar.
Hence, no further discussion will be given for C14N12-(NO2)6.
The AIM analysis results of C14N12-(CN)6 (see Table 5) are
similar to those of C14N12-H6 except that the intramolecular
interactions between C2 and C15, C7 and C20, and C11 and
C25 do not exist in C14N12-(CN)6. Furthermore, the AIM results
of C14N12-(N3)6 (see Table 6) are essentially identical to those
of C14N12-(CN)6.

Figure 4. The bond critical points and the bond paths of cage species
C14N12-R6, with R ) H, OH, F, CN, N3, NH2, and NO2. BCP: bond
critical point, VCP: intramolecular interaction, line: bond path.
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For R ) OH, i.e., C14N12-(OH)6, there are two noteworthy
points when its AIM results (see Table 7) are examined. One is
the absence of intramolecular interactions between pair of C2
and C15, C7 and C20, and C11 and C25. The other is concerned
with the intramolecular interaction C6‚‚‚C19. In this cage, the
∇2F (-0.419) andF (0.217) values for C6···C19 indicate that
the interaction between these two atoms is nearly a covalent
bond. Moreover, the BP length is 1.642 Å which may be taken
as an approximate distance between atoms C6 and C19. This
value is larger than a normal C-C single bond length (about
1.47 Å) and smaller than a normal interaction distance (in the
range of 1.8 to 3 Å). Contrary to C14N12-H6, the two central
atoms C6 and C19 in C14N12-(OH)6 are pointinginward from
frame-1 and frame-2, respectively. That is, both frame-1 and
frame-2 are concave, and C6 and C19 are no longer occupying
the outermost points of the two frames. Finally, it is noted that

the AIM results of C14N12-F6 (see Table 8) and C14N12-(NH2)6

(see Table 9) are almost very similar to those of C14N12-(OH)6.
Hence, there will be no additional discussion for these two cages.

According to the above discussion, the two central atoms C6
and C19 have special bonding patterns. There is no bond
between these two atoms in the seven cages during structural
optimization. Both C6 and C19 seem to be trivalent carbon
atoms. Under this circumstance, the geometrical optimization
was successfully performed at the restricted B3LYP/cc-pVDZ
level. All vibrational frequencies of the species are positive,
indicating that the structures are local minima and hence the
species are stable or metastable. There must be some extra
factors to stabilize the molecules with trivalent carbon atoms
because the carbon atoms are commonly quadravalent in
“normal” molecules. AIM analysis shows that there are in-
tramolecular interactions in these molecules. Specifically, the

TABLE 3: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-H6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.408 0.113 0.283 -0.779
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.386 0.341 0.308 -0.920
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.453 0.123 0.259 -0.623
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.297 0.313 0.370 -1.108
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.420 0.093 0.297 -0.802
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.358 0.462 0.330 -0.802
C6-C19 3.086 0.004 0.010 0.034
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 2.976 3.569 0.012 0.039

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.

TABLE 4: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-(NO2)6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.403 0.161 0.290 -0.821
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.378 0.319 0.314 -0.961
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.459 0.119 0.255 -0.600
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.284 0.388 0.382 -1.093
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.419 0.108 0.296 -0.810
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.354 0.510 0.332 -0.807
C6-C19 3.024 0.003 0.011 0.037
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 3.028 7.864 0.011 0.039

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.

TABLE 5: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-(CN)6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.421 0.174 0.278 -0.744
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.362 0.227 0.329 -1.069
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.474 0.111 0.245 -0.538
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.307 0.374 0.363 -1.176
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.392 0.185 0.312 -0.930
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.400 0.463 0.303 -0.687
C6-C19 3.024 0.000 0.009 0.039
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 - - - -

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.

TABLE 6: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-(N3)6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.404 0.163 0.292 -0.854
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.389 0.334 0.305 -0.906
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.458 0.121 0.255 -0.603
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.302 0.324 0.372 -1.300
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.415 0.090 0.298 -0.816
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.356 0.484 0.332 -0.814
C6-C19 3.158 0.000 0.009 0.031
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 - - - -

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.
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intramolecular interaction between atoms C6 and C19 is so
strong for R) OH, F and NH2 that a bond is formed between
these two atoms. As a result, the two central atoms turn “inward”
and frame-1 and frame-2 become concave. Thus, atoms C6 and
C19 of these three species are quadravalent, if we take the weak
bond between these two atoms as normal covalent bonds. On
the other hand, for the remaining four species, atoms C6 and
C19 do not follow the general valence, as the intramolecular
interaction between them is too weak to be regarded as a
covalent bond. As will be shown in the following discussion,
there is a single electron on each of these two atoms in these
four species. Hence they may be regarded as diradicals.

Singlet Diradical Characteristics.The unrestricted density
functional theory (DFT) was employed to investigate the
geometries, spin preferences, and S-T gaps (∆ES-T) of the seven
species with the B3LYP functional and cc-pVDZ basis set. The
results show that, for R) OH, F, and NH2, both RB3LYP and
UB3LYP formalisms yield similar shapes for the singlet state.
For the triplet state using UB3LYP formalism, we failed to
obtain SCF convergence. So the spin density (Table 10) and
the isotropic Fermi contact couplings (FCCs, Table 2 in
Supporting Information) at C6 and C19 are 0.0, and there is no
net spin density for these three species as well. As mentioned
above, the two central atoms C6 and C19 in these three cages
turn inward to form a weak covalent bond. Hence, they are not
diradicals. In order lend support to these conclusions, we have
carried out additional calculations with different basis sets and
at different levels of theory, including UHF/6-31G(d), UHF/6-

31G, UHF/cc-pVDZ, UB3LYP/6-31G, UHFB/6-31G, and UHFS/
6-31G for all seven species at open-shell singlet state, and
CASSCF(4,6)/6-31G and GVB(3)/6-31G for R) H. Among
these eight sets of additional calculations, UHF/6-31G(d)
calculations did not achieve SCF convergence. For the UHFB/
6-31G and UHFS/6-31G calculations, only restricted results
were obtained, i.e.,〈S2〉 ) 0. These results suggest that pure
DFT may not be appropriate for diradicals or diradicaloids.
Meanwhile, CASSCF(4,6)/6-31G and GVB(3)/6-31G calcula-
tions61 were terminated because of insufficient computer
resource. The results of the UHF/6-31G, UHF/cc-pVDZ, and
UB3LYP/6-31G calculations are listed in Tables 3 and 4 of
Supporting Information. It is found that, straight Hartree-Fock
methods are also inappropriate for diradicals or diradicaloids,
even though some of our species did achieve SCF convergence.
For the UHF/cc-pVDZ calculations with open-shell singlet state,
the results of R) H, OH, and NH2 indicate that these species
resemble multiple radicals as they possess many (more than
two) radical sites. On the other hand, unrestricted B3LYP/6-
31G calculations with singlet state for all seven species were
completed successfully, and the results agree with those of
unrestricted B3LYP/cc-pVDZ. Hence, we may state that the
additional calculations we carried out support the main conclu-
sions of this paper.

For R ) H, there is no change in the molecular shape (now
C6 and C19 occupy the outermost points of the two frames)
whether the calculations are carried out by using RB3LYP or
UB3LYP (at either the singlet or the triplet state), but the total

TABLE 7: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-(OH)6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.389 0.166 0.304 -0.931
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.452 0.117 0.278 -0.722
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.455 0.088 0.259 -0.612
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.298 0.305 0.376 -1.340
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.412 0.106 0.300 -0.831
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.368 0.461 0.328 -0.795
C6-C19 1.642 0.000 0.217 -0.419
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 - - - -

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.

TABLE 8: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, Å), the Ellipticities (E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-F6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.389 0.198 0.305 -0.922
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.451 0.116 0.278 -0.722
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.453 0.091 0.260 -0.614
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.280 0.392 0.388 -1.307
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.412 0.111 0.299 -0.833
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.368 0.464 0.327 -0.792
C6-C19 1.646 0.000 0.216 -0.414
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 - - - -

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.

TABLE 9: The Bond Path Lengths (BPL, in Å), the Ellipticities ( E), the Charge Densities (G), the Laplacian of G (∇2G) of the
Bonds or Intramolecular Interactions in the Cage Framework of C14N12-(NH2)6

bond BPLa ε F ∇2F

N1-C2,Ν5-C7,Ν10-C11,Ν14-C15,Ν18-C20,Ν22-C25 1.400 0.141 0.295 -0.868
N1-C6,Ν5-C6, C6-Ν10,Ν14-C19,Ν18-C19, C19-Ν22 1.452 0.116 0.277 -0.721
N1-C13, C4-Ν5, C9-Ν10,Ν14-C23, C17-Ν18, C21-Ν22 1.456 0.086 0.258 -0.604
C2-Ν3, C7-Ν8, C11-Ν12, C15-Ν16, C20-Ν26,Ν24-C25 1.307 0.279 0.368 -1.290
N3-C4,Ν8-C9,Ν12-C13,Ν16-C17, C21-Ν26, C23-Ν24 1.409 0.097 0.302 -0.842
C4-C17, C9-C21, C13-C23 1.368 0.450 0.328 -0.796
C6-C19 1.652 0.000 0.213 -0.406
C2-C15, C7-C20, C11-C25 - - - -

a BPL is the sum of distance between the BCP and the first atom, and the distance between the BCP and the second atom.
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energies (including zero-point energy corrections, see Table 11),
spin contaminations, atomic spin densities at C6 and C19, and
sum of absolute atomic spin densities are different. The total
energies are-1193.550110,-1193.554622, and-1193.548274
au for RB3LYP, unrestricted singlet state and triplet state,
respectively. The corresponding∆Hfs are 469.0, 465.9, and
469.9 kcal mol-1. At the unrestricted singlet state, the spin
contamination〈S2〉 ) 0.79 (see Table 10) and the atomic spin
density at C6 and C19 is 0.54 (R electron) and-0.54 (â
electron), respectively, and the sum of absolute atomic spin
densities is 1.68 (the spin densities of the remaining atoms are
too low to be listed). At the triplet state, the spin contamination
〈S2〉 ) 2.01, the atomic spin density at both C6 and C19 is 0.63
(R electron), and the sum of absolute atomic spin densities is

2.00. It can be seen that the unpaired electrons at C6 and C19
have opposite spin in the unrestricted singlet state, and the spins
become parallel at the triplet state. The S-T gap (∆ES-T) of the
species is-4.0 kcal mol-1, with singlet being the ground state.
The diradical feature in cages with R) CN, N3, and NO2 are
very similar to that found in C14N12-H6 (see Tables 10 and
11).

By using the orbital phase theory, Ma et al.40 studied the
carbon-centered 1,3-diradicals qualitatively and concluded that
through-space interactions (i.e., intramolecular interactions)
result in the stability of the locally excited electronic configura-
tions (i.e., diradicals) of the species. In this model of diradicals,
a triplet diradical has two electrons of the same spin occupying
two separate orbitals, whereas a singlet diradical is defined as

TABLE 10: The 〈S2〉 Values, the Spin Densities of the Central Atoms C6 and C19, the Absolute Spin Density Sum of All Atoms
(Total) of the Seven Species at Singlet and Triplet States at the UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ Level

singlet tripletb

R 〈S2〉 C6 C19 Total 〈S2〉 C6 C19 Total

H 0.79 0.54 -0.54 1.68 2.01 0.63 0.63 2.00
OH 0 0 0 0 - - - -
F 0 0 0 0 - - - -
CN 0.76 0.49 -0.49 1.72 2.02 0.59 0.59 2.00
N3 0.87 0.59 -0.59 1.82 2.01 0.65 0.65 2.03
NH2 0 0 0 0 - - - -
NO2 0.74 0.48 0.48 1.72 2.01 0.61 0.61 2.09
I a 1.01 0.99 -0.99 2.40 2.09 0.99 0.99 2.65
II a 1.01 1.00 -1.00 2.08 2.01 1.01 1.01 2.68

a These are the two reference diradicals shown in Scheme 1. The two diradical sites are atoms C1 and C4 forI , and C1 and C3 forII . It is noted
that the corresponding numbers are all zero for a normal molecule such as ethane.b For R) OH, F, and NH2, SCF convergence was not achieved
for the triplet state.

TABLE 11: The Total Energies (in au, Including Zero Point Corrections), the DFT ∆H f (kcal mol-1) of the Seven Species
C14N12-R6 at RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ and UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ (Singlet State and Triplet State)

E0 (au) ∆Hf

R RB3LYP singlet tripletb RB3LYP singlet tripletb ∆ES-T

H -1193.55011 -1193.55462 -1193.54827 469.0 465.9 469.9 -4.0
OH -1645.02996 -1645.02997 - 121.8 121.8 - -
F -1789.12263 -1789.12264 - 131.8 131.8 - -
CN -1746.94160 -1746.97802 -1746.97153 732.1 709.0 713.1 -3.1
N3 -2175.19135 -2175.19892 -2175.19416 865.0 860.0 862.9 -2.9
NH2 -1525.75320 -1525.75318 - 385.3 385.3 - -
NO2 -2420.55355 -2420.55581 -2420.51646 439.6 438.3 442.2 -3.8
I a -195.12771 -195.12887 68.1 67.3 0.8
II a -155.80204 -155.80465 97.7 96.1 1.6

a The ∆Hf of the two reference diradicals.b For R ) OH, F, and NH2, SCF convergence was not achieved for the triplet state.

TABLE 12: The Occupation Numbers (Singlet State) of the HOMO and LUMO Obtained from NO Analysis at the Level of
UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ and the Occupation Numbers of the LUMO Obtained from NBO Analysis at the Levels of RB3LYP/
cc-pVDZ and UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ (Singlet and Triplet)

NOa NBOd

R HOMOb LUMOc RB3LYPe singletf tripletg

H 1.476 0.524 0.739 0.749 0.102
OH 2.000 0.000 0.334 0.334 0.334
F 2.000 0.000 0.282 0.282 0.282
CN 1.506 0.494 0.676 0.869 0.101
N3 1.378 0.622 0.733 0.736 0.181
NH2 2.000 0.000 0.348 0.348 0.348
NO2 1.526 0.474 0.605 0.600 0.313
I h 1.014 0.986 0.239 0.074i 0.075i

II h 1.027 0.973 0.271 0.059j 0.061j

a The results obtained from natural orbital (NO) analysis.b The occupation numbers of HOMO at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ.c The occupation
numbers of LUMO at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ.d The results obtained from natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis.e The occupation numbers
of LUMO at the level of RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ.f The occupation numbers of LUMO at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ (singlet).g The occupation
numbers of LUMO at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ (triplet).h The two reference diradicals shown in Scheme 1.i There is no bond between C1
and C4 at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ. However, one lone electron is found on each atom. The values 0.074 and 0.075 are occupation number
of the antibonding lone pair orbitals.j There is no bond between C1 and C3 at the level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ. However, one lone electron is found
on each atom. The values 0.059 and 0.061 are occupation number of the antibonding lone pair orbitals.
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two electrons with opposite spins occupying two different
orbitals. The diradical character of the species cannot be
measured quantitatively in this model. As mentioned in Methods,
the main computational measure of a diradical character is the
relative value of the occupation numbers for bonding and
antibonding orbitals associated with the two radical sites.39 The
balanced bonding and antibonding occupation numbers can be
obtained from the perfect-pairing (PP) method, and the coupled-
cluster (CC) formulation58,59 of PP has been developed in the
Q-Chem program.60 Since our species are too large for such a
treatment, we have selected to employ the UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ
calculation instead. Based on the optimized structures, NBO
analysis is carried out to obtain the occupation numbers.
However, the bonding and antibonding occupation numbers
obtained from NBO analysis are either exactly 0 or exactly 2
when the HOMO and LUMO are mixed to destroyR-â and
spatial symmetries. Thus the two radical sites do not form a
bond. So, NBO analysis partitions the whole two electrons to
HOMO (giving rise to occupation number of 2) and partitions
no electron to LUMO (with occupation number being 0). Jung
and Head-Gordon39 were aware of this deficiency of the NBO
occupation numbers and hence suggested that DFT should not
be inappropriate for diradicals. So, in this work, to obtain the
rational occupation numbers, we employ NBO analysis at the
RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ level without HOMO-LUMO mixing and
NO analysis at the UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ level with HOMO-
LUMO mixing. The results are listed in Table 12. Though these
two methods do not yield the same numerical results, both sets
of occupation numbers do predict diradical character of the
species.

To verify that the reliability of NO occupation number
obtained at the UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ level in estimating the
diradical character, we carried out calculations of two known
diradicaloid species,39 shown in Scheme 1, at the UB3LYP/cc-
pVDZ level. Subsequently, NBO and NO analyses were
performed. The results are included in Tables 10-13. The
diradical sites of the two reference species possess the highest
spin densities both at the singlet state (0.99 for atoms C1 and
C4 of speciesI and 1.00 for atoms C1 and C3 of speciesII ,
Table 10) and at the triplet state (0.99 for atoms C1 and C4 of
speciesI and 1.01 for atoms C1 and C3 of speciesII ). The
LUMO occupation numbers obtained from NO analysis are
0.986 for speciesI and 0.973 for speciesII . That is, using NO

analysis based on the UB3LYP calculation, the two reference
speciesI andII can also be identified as diradicals qualitatively.
The positive∆ES-T values (1.6 kcal mol-1 for I and 0.8 kcal
mol-1 for II ) indicate that the triplet state is more stable than
the singlet state for bothI and II because the ring closure
reaction occurs easily for singlet 1,3-diradicals.39,40These results
indicate that the HOMO-LUMO occupation number obtained
from UB3LYP calculation can serve as a qualitative indicator
for diradical character.

On the other hand, the HOMO-LUMO occupation numbers
for speciesI and II using NBO analysis are inadequate to be
qualitative indicators for diradical character. ForI , there is no
bond between C1 and C4 at the UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ level.
However, nearly a half lone pair (not one electron) is found on
each atom with occupation numbers for lone pair orbital
(denoted by LP in NBO analysis) 0.934 for singlet and 0.933
for triplet. The values 0.074 and 0.075 in Table 12 are
occupation numbers of the antibonding lone pair orbitals
(denoted by LP* in NBO analysis). Similarly, forII , the
occupation numbers of LP orbital are 0.936 for singlet and 0.938
for triplet, while those of LP* are 0.059 and 0.061. That is, we
can only find part of a lone pair on each radical site; whether
or not the lone pair represents an unpaired electron (as it is
necessary for a diradical) is not entirely certain in NBO analysis.
From Table 12, one can also find that the LUMO occupation
numbers are significantly different in the NO and NBO results.
In the former, the LUMO is nearly half filled; in the latter, there
is hardly any occupation. Clearly, the NO analysis results are
favorable for estimating the diradical character of the species
studied.

It is found that the occupation numbers of HOMOs of the
four supposed singlet diradicals are 1.476, 1.506, 1.378, and
1.526 for R) H, CN, N3, NO2, respectively. The corresponding
occupation numbers of LUMOs are 0.524, 0.494, 0.622, and
0.474, respectively. These results indicate that there is a certain
amount of electron excitation in each species. The LUMO
occupation numbers of the four species are much less than 1.0,
indicating that they are diradicaloids instead of pure diradicals.39

As noted previously, low LUMO occupation decreases the
diradical character but increases the stabilities of the species.39

So, the four species are fairly stable diradicaloids. Finally, it is
further pointed out that these diradicals represent local minima
on the potential energy surfaces, and hence they are not
transition states. The diradical stability of these four species is
mainly due to the steric effects such as ring and/or cage strain.
It is expected that the singlet diradical properties will impact a
wide application as intermediates for the synthesis of nanoma-
terials.

The Characteristics of Organic Semiconductor Materials.
In organic semiconductor materials, their HOMO-LUMO gaps

SCHEME 1: The Two Reference Diradicals from Ref 39

TABLE 13: The HOMO (au), LUMO (au), and Their Gap (eV) of the Seven Species at the Level RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ and at
Singlet and Triplet States at the Level of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ

RB3LYP singlet triplet

R HOMO LUMO GAP HOMO LUMO GAP HOMO LUMO GAP

H -0.15581 -0.08881 1.8232 -0.16082 -0.10099 1.6281 -0.16342 -0.09547 1.8490
OH -0.23062 -0.05486 4.7827 -0.23062 -0.05486 4.7827 -0.23063 -0.05484 4.7835
F -0.27375 -0.10019 4.7228 -0.27377 -0.10029 4.7207 -0.27377 -0.10029 4.7207
CN -0.19804 -0.17580 0.6052 -0.22639 -0.17126 1.5002 -0.22655 -0.16684 1.6248
N3 -0.16243 -0.10392 1.5922 -0.16955 -0.11624 1.4507 -0.17682 -0.10597 1.9279
NH2 -0.20113 -0.03016 4.6524 -0.20116 -0.03020 4.6521 -0.20112 -0.03015 4.6524
NO2 -0.23188 -0.17534 1.5385 -0.24624 -0.17065 2.0569 -0.23594 -0.17711 1.6009
I a -0.18114 -0.03645 3.9372 -0.17931 -0.04000 3.7908
II a -0.19170 -0.04401 4.0189 -0.18698 -0.04943 3.7430

a The two reference diradicals shown in Scheme 1.
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should range from 1.0 to 3.0 eV.42 The HOMOs, LUMOs, and
their gaps at RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ, and at singlet and triplet states
of UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ, are listed in Table 13. It can be seen in
Table 13 that, for the four singlet diradicals, the HOMO-
LUMO gaps are from 1.5 to 2.1 eV, while, for the three
remaining cages, the HOMO-LUMO gaps are about 4.7 eV.
It may thus be concluded that our four singlet diradicals are
potential organic semiconductor materials. Furthermore, upon
examining Table 11, all seven species are highly energetic
thermodynamically, indicating that they may be potential
HEDMs.

Conclusion

The NBO, NO, and AIM analyses have been used to examine
the electronic topologies of cage species C14N12-H6 and its six
derivatives. The steric effects,∆ES-T values, spin density, spin
contamination, and LUMO occupation numbers obtained from
NO and NBO are used to explain the diradical character. Some
predictions on the seven species have been drawn from the
above discussions: (1) The seven species can be divided into
two sets. One set consists of three normal molecules with R)
OH, F, and NH2. The other set is composed of four diradicaloids
with R ) H, CN, N3, and NO2. In these diradicaloids, C6 and
C19 are the two radical sites. (2) The molecular structures in
the two sets are quite different from each other. For the three
normal molecules, atoms C6 and C19 are concave inward, while
for the four diradicaloids, these two atoms are convex outward.
(3) The LUMO occupation numbers, spin populations, atomic
spin densities, and the isotropic Fermi contact couplings at
UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ show that the three species in the first set
are normal molecules, and the four species in second set are
diradicals or diradicaloids with singlet ground state. (4) The
four singlet diradicals have moderate HOMO-LUMO energy
gaps (1.5-2.1 eV), and hence the species may be excellent
organic semiconductor or NLO materials.
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